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About the CommBank Business Insights Report
The findings in this edition of the Business Insights Report are based on a wide-ranging
quantitative survey of 2,747 business owners, decision-makers and managers conducted
on behalf of the Commonwealth Bank by ACA Research between September and October
2018. Participants were drawn from businesses throughout metropolitan and regional
Australia with an annual turnover of more than $500,000 and at least two employees.
This year’s survey also included 2,422 employees from organisations across Australia with
at least two employees. Data is weighted back to nationally representative proportions by
industry, business location and size.
The survey was designed to benchmark activity against the previous two waves, explore
the forces driving change within Australian businesses and examine current and planned
trends in skills development and training. The results represented throughout the
report also seek to compare the perspectives of business owners, decision-makers and
managers with that of employees across the Australian business landscape.
All data points and percentages contained in this report are based on the results of the
research unless specified otherwise. All references to Australian businesses, organisations,
companies, decision-makers and employees refer to the 2,747 business owners, decisionmakers and managers and 2,422 employees who participated in the survey.
The OECD innovation framework
To determine which business initiatives were truly innovative, and assess innovation
activity, CommBank adopted the framework set out in the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Oslo Manual. Used by organisations around
the world, including the Australian Federal Government and the Australian Bureau
of Statistics, the manual is constructed around four key innovation areas: products,
processes, marketing and organisational.
References to ‘innovation-active’ are based on an assessment of innovation using
the Oslo Manual definition - a new or significant improvement in one or more of the
following areas: products, processes, marketing and organisational.
We used the Oslo Manual criteria to test each initiative mentioned by the survey
respondents, allowing us to determine whether their business improvements met the
definition of innovation and the number of areas they were innovating in. We used this
approach because we did not use the word ‘innovation’ in this part of the survey so the
results would be robust.
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Foreword
Rapid change is a fact of life for Australian businesses in today’s marketplace, spurring an
innate ability to respond to the myriad of opportunities and threats around them.
The FY19 edition of our Business Insights Report finds that innovation has become part of the
way we do business. Innovation is well understood and occurring more widely, regardless of
a company’s size, industry or location. The research also demonstrates that there are strong
links between innovation, adaptability, and an organisation’s sustainability.
Of all the factors driving businesses to implement change, the one that stands out is the
imperative to meet evolving customer expectations and to improve the customer experience.
This is also influencing the skills and capabilities that they seek to access to ensure their
organisation is future-fit.
Technology is an important enabler to innovate apace with changing customer needs. But
even more critical is ensuring that an organisation’s workforce has the skills and capabilities
needed to continue to adapt as customer expectations evolve and the business environment
changes. Thus, decision-makers are seeking to acquire and develop skills that will assist them
to remain relevant to customers.
Since releasing the first Business Insights Report in FY17, the public discussion around
innovation has also shifted and a focus on developing the skills required to effectively adapt
to change has become a collective drive.
As suggested in a report by Innovation and Science Australia (ISA) in late 2017, Australia
2030: Prosperity through Innovation, there is a central need to respond to the changing
nature of work through building skills over the next decade. This focused on rallying policy
support to strengthen the education system and vocational training sector. This overarching
need to reskill, and the influence of technology in reshaping the way people work, was further
enshrined in the Government’s Australia’s Tech Future strategy paper released in late 2018.
While businesses play an important role in system-wide skills development, they also have a
need to prepare for future change. And despite a clear desire among Australian businesses
to develop technology skills, the research finds there is equal, if not more, emphasis on
the so-called soft skills. Businesses want employees who are flexible and adaptable, who
communicate well and can manage and lead others.

This edition is the first to capture employees’ views on the state of innovation and the
impact of technology. It also includes their perspective on where their strengths lie and their
preferred areas of development. But perhaps the most interesting insights come from their
opinions on the most effective forms of training programs and the impact it has on their job
satisfaction and propensity to stay with their employer.
This additional input enabled us to identify areas where there is good alignment between
employees and decision-makers and areas where there is an element of disconnect. Many of
these represent opportunities for Australian businesses regardless of their innovation status.
Also with the aim of helping businesses by providing actionable insights, the research draws
out what the most innovative companies do differently from the companies that are merely
making improvements.
They are distinguished by, among other things, their focus on factors that drive growth and
their greater awareness of the challenges around innovation. They are more confident in
the capability of their teams and they look for a more balanced set of skills and capabilities
than their peers. These and many other traits of innovative organisations are highlighted
throughout the report.
Ultimately, the difference in their approach and mindset brings a raft of rewards,
both financial and non-financial, and this presents strong opportunities for businesses
to refine their focus and increase the likelihood of capturing these benefits.
Adam Bennett
Group Executive
Business and Private Banking
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Nevertheless, businesses and employees understand that technology will play a vital role
in gaining and maintaining a competitive advantage. There is growing awareness among
organisations that technology will enable staff to deliver better customer service and allow
them to step up to more value-add activities.
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Key insights
Innovation has become business as usual

The need to respond to evolving customer expectations is driving Australian organisations to implement change across all areas of their business.
It is also influencing the skills and capabilities they seek to develop in their workforce.
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State of innovation FY19
The national state
of innovation

(% innovation-active organisations)

44%
FY17

47%
FY18

58%
FY19

Innovation-active organisations

Innovation activity:
states and territories

(% innovation-active organisations)

SA/
NT

QLD

VIC/
TAS

WA

NSW/
ACT

Employee perceptions of innovation

Innovation activity:
business size

(% of employees that claim they work
for an innovative organisation)

54%
Agree

26%
Neither

20%

(% innovation-active organisations)

54%

67%

72%

71%

$500K - <$2M

$2M - <$20M

$20M - <$100M

$100M+

FY19

Disagree

Innovation activity:
business growth phase

(% innovation-active organisations)

Employee perceptions of
innovation: business size

(% of employees that claim they work
for an innovative organisation)

52%

73%

Starting out

69%

2-19
staff

43%

31%

26%

52%

63%

Develop

51%

20-100
staff

62%

23%

15%

44%

60%

Run/maturity

52%

101-500
staff

57%

26%

17%

46%

56%

Expand

74%

500+
staff

57%

23%

20%

46%

51%

FY18

FY18

FY18

FY18

FY18

FY19

FY19

FY19

FY19

FY19

Decline

45%

Agree

Neither

Disagree
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Adapting to change
Top opportunities and
threats driving change
(proportion of businesses
rating as high impact)

Most in-demand skills
among businesses
Skill type

Investment in
technology: top areas
(implemented or trialled)

FY19

37%

Adaptability/
flexibility

People factors

34%

Communications/
interpersonal

43%

Internet of Things

19%

Technology factors

34%

Technology

41%

Renewable energy

13%

Market factors

34%

Critical thinking/
problem solving

40%

3D printing

12%

Financial factors

33%

Leadership/
management

39%

Wearable devices

12%

Customer factors

Employee strengths

Adaptability to change:
rating of own organisation
vs rating of competitor
organisation

46%

Cloud technology

Impact of technology on
the workforce

Adaptability/
flexibility

61%

Allow staff to spend more
time on customer service

45%

Communications/
interpersonal

61%

Staff will be able to focus
on generating more revenue

33%

Technology

34%

Increase the need
for specialised staff

29%

Critical thinking/
problem solving

54%

Allow staff to take on more
leadership responsibility

28%

Leadership/
management

43%

Reduce the need for staff

19%

(proportion of businesses that
claim good/very good)

47%

Own organisation

66%

65%

Competitors

55%
Businesses

56%
Employees

Sustainability

(chance of failure over next 3-5 years)
Businesses

67%

27%

6%

Employees

70%
Low/no chance

25%
Some chance

5%
High chance
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Doing business in a world of change
What will define a company’s sustainability?

When the world is changing, businesses must keep pace. The organisation that can identify the greatest forces of change and rapidly adapt is the one best armed to thrive.
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High impact opportunities and threats
driving change within organisations
Factor

High impact

Description

Customer
factors

37%

Running a business today is vastly different from 30 years ago. Ignoring global trends is
no longer an option. New business models have arrived and industry borders are blurring.
Technology is heavily impacting every industry and customers are more informed – and
empowered – than ever before.

The need to adapt people, processes, channels and
technology to meet the rising expectations of customers
and enhance the customer experience

People
factors

34%

The need to develop a strong culture, update training and
development practices or implement flexible workforce
practices to attract and retain a skilled workforce

With the world changing at unprecedented speed, organisations are having to respond to
a myriad of factors – be they opportunities or threats.

Technology
factors

34%

Using new/emerging technologies to create competitive
advantage by enhancing the user experience,
collaboration and productivity

Market
factors

34%

Taking advantage of market opportunities by responding
to changing demographic and social trends and
associated buying behaviours and preferences

Financial
factors

33%

Opportunity to reduce costs, leverage low interest rates
for investment in growth or debt reduction, access to
increased Government funding

The factors vary for each business, but with the customer being at the heart of every
business, it is customer-related considerations that stand out. Meeting the evolving
expectations of customers and enhancing their experience is driving change in Australian
businesses like no other factor.
When looking at the highest impact factors, a correlation emerges. In seeking to
respond to, and capitalise on, customer-led change, businesses indicate that enablers
of innovation such as a skilled and agile workforce, technology solutions and access
to financial resources are considered among the most impactful. By harnessing these
factors, businesses can take advantage of market opportunities and are likely to be better
placed to meet customer expectations.

High impact opportunities and threats are interrelated and
together, can enable better customer experiences

People
Market

Customer
Market
Technology

Market
Finance
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Clear
confidence in
sustainability
Our research shows that a clear majority of
Australian decision-makers consider themselves
well positioned to adapt to the opportunities
and threats that surround them. Encouragingly,
this confidence is also represented equally
within the workforce, with a similar proportion
of staff agreeing that the organisation they work
for is adaptable.
Both also have a tendency to rate their
organisations as moderately more adaptable
and resilient than their competitors.
As a further indicator of confidence in the
organisation’s ability to adapt to future change,
more than two-thirds of both business leaders
and employees believe that their business is
sustainable amid the uncertainty of the 21st
century business environment.

National Report FY19

Organisations and employees rate their own ability to
adapt more highly than their competitors
Rating of own organisation

4%

5%

30%

31%

66%
very good/good

65%
very good/good

16%

20%

Decisionmakers

Employees
Good

Average

5%

5%

40%

39%

44%

46%
9%

12%

Decisionmakers

Employees

Below average/poor

Most decision-makers and employees agree there is a low chance
of failure over the next three to five years
Businesses

6%
"Different models have been
tested over the past few years
to find the best organisational
structure to suit skills, business
needs and emerging demands on
the organisation."

56%
very good/good

55%
very good/good

45%

50%

Very good

Rating of competitors

27%

Employees

5%

16%
25%

67%

low/no chance

High chance

Some chance

70%

low/no chance

51%

Public Administration and Safety business
$2-$5m turnover

23%

47%
Low chance

No chance at all
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The journey is well underway
How are businesses responding to opportunities and threats?

Innovation activity has surged as Australian businesses strive to remain relevant and competitive. Regardless of size, industry or location, more organisations are reaping the rewards of innovation.
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Innovation is
business as usual
In response to the aforementioned external factors in their environment, the research
indicates that over the past year, Australian businesses have increasingly implemented
meaningful changes.
Overall, the majority of business respondents have implemented something new
or introduced significant change in at least one of four areas – products, processes,
marketing or organisation structure. These are the criteria for innovation as outlined by
the Oslo Manual, developed by the OECD to assess innovation activity.
In fact, since FY17 the percentage of innovation-active companies has increased by
more than 30%. This suggests that enacting significant change has become part of the
way most Australian companies do business. Regardless of size, location and industry,
innovation is now far better understood by companies that seek to remain relevant
and competitive.
Innovation has become so pervasive that the number of companies not undertaking
any change has fallen significantly in the past 12 months and the proportion merely
improving, namely making changes that don’t meet the criteria of the Oslo Manual,
continues to ease.
The rise in innovation activity is universal across all states and territories and experienced
within both metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions. The extent of the rise varies by:

The proportion of innovation-active businesses continues to rise

FY17

FY18

44%

38%

2%

16%

47%

34%

2%

17%

58%

FY19

Innovation-active

Improved

30%
Abandoned innovation

2% 10%
Have not innovated

Business size

The smaller the business, the larger the increase in innovation.

Industry

Of the 19 industries covered in the survey, 12 implemented more
innovations and improvements than in FY18, while two were steady.
The level of activity surrounding change eased slightly in five industries
compared with FY18.

Business phase

For the first time, the survey captured the business lifecycle stage of
respondents. Companies in the “starting out” and “expand” phases are
undertaking significantly more change.
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Decision-makers and employees from businesses that are implementing meaningful
change are more likely to be confident in their ability to adapt to the external factors
in their environment than their peers in companies that aren’t actively innovating. The
difference among employees is particularly striking.
Innovative businesses are further distinguished by their greater awareness of the
opportunities and threats they face and by their focus on the factors that drive growth
such as product, expansion, and sales and marketing. The gap between improvers and
innovation-active companies is most apparent in the focus on people factors.

Decision-makers

The research also confirms what is intuitive – that there is a very close correlation
between adaptability and innovation activity. The companies that have the inherent
capability to adjust to new conditions are the ones more likely to be busy implementing
change.

Rating of own organisation’s ability to adapt
to opportunities and threats

Employees

Traits of innovationactive companies

National Report FY19

Compared with companies that are improvers, innovative companies are more attuned
to the challenges they must overcome to implement change. That is most pronounced in
areas like limited resources (funding, people, time and skills) and company culture. The
latter relates to issues including internal resistance to change and lack of support from
leadership/management.

Innovation-active companies are
distinguished by:
•

Greater confidence in their ability to adapt to external
factors in their environment.

•

Greater awareness of the opportunities and threats
and more attuned to barriers to innovation.

•

Higher focus on people factors and those that drive growth
such as product, expansion, and sales and marketing.

Abandoned/
not changed

49%

Improvers

49%

9%
14%

51%

Innovation-active

Not working for an
innovative organisaton

24%

19%

6%
44%

Neither
Working for an
innovative organisaton

11%

52%
Good

30%

Very good

Opportunities and threats driving change – the gap in perceived
impact between improvers and innovators
External
factor

Improvers
(high/very high impact)

Innovation-active
(high/very high impact)

Gap

People

28%

40%

12%

Product

25%

35%

10%

Expansion

19%

28%

9%

Sales and
marketing

30%

38%

8%

Strategic

24%

32%

8%
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The many – and
varied – fruits of
innovation
Innovative companies, with their willingness to respond to opportunities and threats and
focus on levers that can drive growth, report brighter revenue prospects than their peers.
Innovation-active companies are also more likely to benefit from non-financial,
less tangible rewards gained from implementing significant change. For example,
there is a virtuous cycle around their workforce.
Employees at companies they perceive as innovative are more likely to report higher job
satisfaction. Staff within these organisations are also more likely to stay – a valuable
by-product of innovation as businesses battle to attract and retain the best talent.
Additionally, decision-makers at innovation-active companies have more confidence
in their employees’ ability to help the organisation to continue to adapt. For their part,
employees at innovative companies are also far more optimistic about their organisation’s
future prospects than the workforce of companies considered less innovative by
their staff.

Investment in innovation

National Report FY19

Why it pays to be innovation-active
Decision-makers

Improvers

Innovation-active

Forecast revenue growth over
the next year >6%

41%

53%

Organisations’ confidence in current
workforce’s ability to support the
organisation adapting

69%

74%

Company not
considered innovative

Company considered
innovative

Employees’ reported job satisfaction

32%

80%

Employees’ reported likelihood to stay

48%

65%

Employees seeing little or no chance of
the company failing in the next 3-5 years

50%

78%

Employees

Successful innovation doesn’t necessarily require huge investments.
71% of businesses that implemented an innovation spent less than
$100,000, with 58% investing under $50,000 on average.
In addition, average investment budgets for implementing change
don’t vary between companies implementing innovations and
those making improvements.

"As the war for talent continues, it’s the innovation-active
companies that appear to be better engaging their teams,
who in turn, are far more satisfied and commited to the
oragnisation’s vision."
Adam Bennett
Group Executive, Business and Private Banking
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
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Case study: Smart Energy, New South Wales
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Case study: Smart Energy, New South Wales
Elliot Hayes, Jasper Boyschau
and Beau Savage

Smart Energy provides affordable, clean energy solutions
to households and businesses across Australia. From its
beginnings in Byron Bay in 2016 with a pallet of solar panels
and an airbed, Smart Energy has expanded rapidly. The
company is led by Elliot Hayes, founder and Managing Director,
Jasper Boyschau, partner and Operations Director, and Beau
Savage, founder and Sales Director. They now have 130 staff
and seven offices covering Western Australia, South Australia,
Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland, and have plans to
expand into the Northern Territory and New Zealand this year.
Despite the main business being residential solar panel
installation, Smart Energy has taken advantage of the latest
advances in technology. Whether it be systems to monitor
customers’ electricity usage or the latest in batteries, Smart
Energy harnesses technology to offer customers the best
possible support and knowledge.
As the business has grown, it has embraced cloud technology
including Slack, Salesforce and Google Cloud for Business, as
well as developed online learning to train its field specialists.
Staff communicate online to create a customer ‘paper trail’.
The resulting database enables the remote inbound call centre
to respond immediately to customer queries with all customer
information in one central location.
Co-founder Elliot says, “when we see a big problem, we know
there must be an opportunity to solve it.” With Australian
households and businesses tired of soaring power bills, he sees
a “strong opportunity” to offer cheap, clean energy solutions.
These are tailored to each customer’s energy usage and
priorities – be they data, warranties or safety. “We help them to
understand how they use electricity and make it transparent,”
explains Elliot. It is a very different experience from receiving
quarterly power bills that don’t explain the high charges.
Smart Energy incorporates Lean methodology and data-based
learning as part of its approach of moving fast and adapting to

what is happening around it. Jasper says, “we make decisions
quickly, observe what is happening, collect data and use it to
inform decisions.”
In its bid to create an independent workforce, the team seeks,
above all, employees who are self-sufficient. They must be
experts in their field who are confident making their own
decisions without escalating things to management. “It is
one less decision we have to make and that allows us to
move faster,” says Elliot. “That ties in with our management
philosophy and our move to a decentralised structure. We give
them our 100% trust.”
That requires empowering employees. The management team
must first perform the task themselves to understand any
problems. They then build processes that prevent employees
from making mistakes that could jeopardise the business but
allow them to iterate.
No matter their field of expertise, all new recruits start in the
customer service centre. This way “they understand customer
pain points and how we are solving them,” says Elliot.
Staff don’t always know where their strengths lie so
management observe staff and see how they interact with their
role. If employees can’t adapt, new hybrid roles are created that
suit their particular abilities.
Employees are encouraged to work remotely to ensure they can
work away from their desks. “Life can get hectic. It is important
our business can continue when that happens,” says Jasper.
“We are trying to create a freedom of workplace and have a
distributed workforce.”
He adds, “we teach people to identify their repetitive daily tasks
and develop processes to automate or delegate the work to
a new resource. This creates a level of efficiency that enables
the business to handle change and growth.” It also frees staff
to apply their expertise to developing new solutions for Smart
Energy and its customers.

From left to right: Jasper Boyschau, Elliot Hayes and Beau Savage.
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Preparing for the future
People first, technology second

Equipping the workforce with the right set of skills is critical to support an organisation’s ability to respond to continued change and to harness technology to stay ahead of competitors.
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The skills
most
in demand
Despite a clear desire among surveyed
businesses to develop technology skills,
the research indicates that organisations
place equal, if not more, value on soft skills
such as adaptability, communication and critical
thinking. This aligns with the earlier finding
that customer factors – meeting customer
expectations and enhancing the customer
experience – are the most powerful opportunity
or threat in driving change. Indeed, it is also
responding to customer demand and meeting
customer needs that is the most commonly
cited rationale for building their skill base.

National Report FY19

Type of skills organisations are seeking to develop over the next few years
46%

Adaptability/flexibility
Communication/
interpersonal skills

43%
41%

Technology skills
Critical thinking/
problem solving skills

40%

Leadership/
management skills

39%

Sales and
marketing skills

39%
31%

Digital skills
Innovation/
creativity skills

30%
Soft skills

Innovation-active companies
are distinguished by:
•

Being more active in seeking
skills in almost all areas.

•

Placing more value on developing a
workforce with creativity and critical
thinking skills.

•

Being more likely to seek
effective technology skills.

•

Being much more likely to cite
responding to client demand
and business growth as a motive
for developing the skill sets
they seek.

Knowledge-based

What is driving organisations to recruit or develop their skill base?

52%

48%

48%

Respond to client
demand/to meet
client needs

54%

46%

46%

Keep up with
industry/market
changes

55%

45%

45%

Deliver greater
efficiency and
productivity
Selected

55%

45%

45%

Support business
growth

61%

39%

39%

Keep up with new
and emerging
technologies

No selected
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Opportunity 1:
Making better use of
existing skills in the
workforce
The research finds that 76% of employees surveyed are generally confident they have
the skills that their organisation needs for the future. The percentage jumps to 86%
among employees who work for an innovative company. This corresponds with the earlier
finding that 70% of decision-makers believe their workforce will be able to support the
organisation to adapt (74% in innovation-active companies).
The finding that employees working for innovative organisations have greater confidence
in their existing skills may be due to their organisation’s approach to learning and
development, given:
•

They are significantly more likely to believe their development is continuous, aims to
ensure they remain competitive and increases their capacity to create and innovate.

•

They are also more likely to receive support in areas of workplace flexibility and
wellbeing initiatives.

Employees claim to possess the soft skills that organisations want most. This is true
regardless of whether or not employees work for an innovative company. So across all
organisations there is broad alignment between the skills they seek and those existing in
their workforce.
While the research illustrates that overall, employees over-index in terms of the level of
existing soft skills compared to the needs of decision-makers, the opposite is true for
knowledge-based skills – technology, digital and sales and marketing.
Overall, only 51% of employees (62% working for innovative companies) believe their
organisation makes full use of their skills. There is therefore a substantial opportunity for
all organisations to better leverage (or further develop) the skills of their employees to
drive change.

Tapping into existing employee strengths
Adaptability/flexibility

46%

Communication/
interpersonal skills

43%

Critical thinking/problem solving
/design thinking skills

40%

Leadership/people
management skills

43%
39%

Digital skills
Innovation/
creativity skills

61%

34%
41%

Effective
technology skills

Sales and marketing skills

61%

20%

54%

39%

25%
31%
29%
30%
Employee strengths

Business demand for skills
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Opportunity 2:
Cross-generational
training
Closer examination of where employees’ strengths lie reveals that Baby Boomers overindex in the soft skills most in demand among employers, but their digital skills need
development. Conversely, younger generations are more likely to have the digital skills
but need to work on their soft skills.

Generational differences in employee strengths

Organisations therefore have an opportunity to use Baby Boomers to develop the soft
skills that the younger generations need and to create opportunities for the younger
generations to share their digital expertise across the organisation more effectively.

Communication/
interpersonal skills

It is also worth noting that all generations demonstrate awareness of the skills they need
to develop to be valuable employees. Generation Y stands out for looking to develop
across a range of soft and knowledge-based skills.

"Our company is always exploring new processes and
procedures and have restructured staff according to
their strengths and weaknesses."

48%

59%
61%
68%

48%
55%
61%

Adaptability/flexibility

71%

37%
39%
45%
48%

Leadership/
management skills

Rental, Hiring and Real Estate business
$500,000 - $1m turnover

34%
30%
28%
28%

Innovation/
creativity skills

Digital skills

13%
Gen Z

Gen Y

23%

31%

Gen X

41%

Baby Boomers
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Case study: Hugh Hamilton Wines,
South Australia
Mary Hamilton

Innovation is about doing new things and trying new ways,
but innovation itself is not new.
In fact, Mary Hamilton, CEO of Hugh Hamilton Wines, can trace
a clear line of innovation all the way back to her great, great,
great grandfather Richard, who packed up his tailoring business
in Dover, England and struck out for Australia with his wife and
eight children in tow, to start a new life, and a new business, in
a new world.
When Richard arrived in South Australia, there was ‘not one
bottle of wine to be had’. Today, the McLaren Vale is renowned
for producing some of the best drops in the country, and Hugh
Hamilton Wines produces 20,000 cases per year, 75 per cent
of it red wine. Their products include some classics plus some
lesser known varieties and blends that ‘challenge the status
quo’, like their ‘Oddball The Great’ Saperavi and their ‘Agent
Provocateur’ a quizzical blend Grenache, Gerwurztraminer
and Viognier’.
Mary’s dad Hugh set out on his own in the 1990s, launching the
brand with its black sheep logo, and by 2003 he was looking
for help marketing his product, which is sold primarily direct-toconsumer. Mary, then working in big name advertising agencies
in Sydney, was the obvious choice.
“Our family is proud to say we’ve had six generations in the
wine industry. We’ve been through depression, drought, world
wars, family wars – but there’s always been a bottle of Hamilton
wine on the table,” she says.
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“We like to think of Hugh Hamilton Wines as the black sheep
of Australia’s oldest wine family,” she adds.
Mary, who took on the CEO role about ten years ago, says her
seminal moment came shortly after she joined the business
full time.
“I said to my father ‘we don’t have an icon wine. This doesn’t
make sense. We’re the oldest wine family in the country.
But it was easier said than done.”
Some of the changes required were about the practical
matters of growing grapes – now the team identifies the bestperforming parts of the vineyard, earmarking the choicest
berries for the best wine. But there have been other changes,
too, including a complete change in culture and recruitment
practices.
These days, with two icon wines for sale and more to come, the
company continues to set itself apart in plenty of ways, from its
memorable packaging to a focus on values-based recruitment
which has driven up retention rates.
Innovation also happens at the cellar door, which the brand
sees as its own test lab. “We come up with ideas, implement
them, watch and see what happens, gauge whether to proceed
or let go,” Mary says. “We’re working on bringing this approach
into other parts of the business too, for a faster feedback loop.
“We used to be a friendly family farm with nice wine. We have
retained that essence, but now we are driven by excellence in
every aspect.”
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Securing and
developing
future skills
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Employee perception of effectiveness of training
and development

28%

25%

60%

Businesses adopt a broad range of strategies to ensure they are cultivating and securing
the skills base they need to future-proof their organisations. This may take the form of
new recruits with the requisite skills, outsourcing certain processes or functions, or hiring
external advisers to upskill the company’s workforce.

25%

Businesses also continue to invest in training and development programs for staff with a
variety of methods used to upskill employees and build necessary capabilities.
Despite these efforts, just 44% of employees across all Australian businesses rate the
training and development programs offered by their organisation as effective. This is
significantly higher for those working within innovative organisations (58%), but falls
considerably for employees within businesses that are not innovating (21%).

42%

29%

Investment is also set to continue. More than one in four businesses are expecting to
increase training and development budgets (27%) in the next 12 months and a further
67% planning to maintain expenditure in this area.

44%

34%

19%

Innovative companies differentiate
themselves from improvers by:

27%

Organisational approach to securing and developing skills:
•

Greater use of personalised development and training programs.

•

More use of formal mentorship and coaching programs.

•

More likely to replace staff who cannot adapt.

•

More likely to actively seek fresh skills to fill gaps in the organisation.

Staff training and development programs:
•

Significantly more informal, on-the-job training.

•

External courses that provide non-academic qualifications.

•

Formal internal knowledge sharing sessions.

•

e-Learning modules.

17%

15%
10%
Total

Not effective

6%

6%
Company not
considered innovative
Neither

Quite effective

Neither

14%
Company
considered innovative

Very effective
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Opportunity 3:
Re-aligning training
and development
So given that just 44% of employees rate workplace learning programs as effective, what
should businesses be doing to optimise the return on their investment in this area?
In the eyes of employees, the most effective training is informal, on-the job training,
also the most common form of training they are offered. However, compared to what is
currently offered by employers, employees appear to place far greater value on internal
and external mentoring, internal instructor led workshops and industry forums.
In contrast, fewer employees report that they benefit from digital training programs like
games and simulations, webinars, podcasts and video learning programs and social/
collaboration tools.

What training programs are effective – employees have their say
50%

Informal, on-the-job training
External mentor

7%

43%
18%

Internal mentor

Adam Bennett
Group Executive, Business and Private Banking
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

42%
25%

Internal, instructor led face-toface classes/workshops

"Informal, on-the-job training is both the type that
businesses most commonly offer and the one that
employees rate as most effective. Offering mentoring
programs also stands to greatly benefit employees with
only a fraction of businesses currently doing so."

29%

Industry conferences/
seminars/events

10%

42%

28%
23%
24%

Webinars/podcasts/video
learning programs
Games/simulations

42%

33%
29%

eLearning modules
Social/collaboration tools

57%

5%

Offered to employees

22%
Find it beneficial
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Technology as an
enabler of innovation
As identified earlier, technology skills rank very highly among the capabilities that
organisations want. This reflects the fact that more than 70% of decision-makers and
employees think that technology is important in helping them to maintain a competitive
edge. That proportion rises to 80% among decision-makers at innovative-active
companies and employees who see themselves as working for innovative companies.

National Report FY19

Investment in emerging technology – implemented or trialled
Cloud technology

16%

Internet of things

Wearable devices

Accordingly, innovative companies also tend to invest more in emerging technologies,
particularly cloud technology and the Internet of Things.

Renewable/alternative
energy/fuel sources

This needs to be put in perspective. While adoption of many emerging technologies
appears to have risen in the past 12 months, it still remains low in many widely-publicised
categories. Overall, just 5% of businesses have invested in blockchain technology,
4% in autonomous vehicles, and 9% in artificial intelligence/machine learning.

Drones

3%

3D printing

"We are always looking for more clever ways to generate
capital growth. Keeping an eye on Artificial Intelligence
is the biggest opportunity, challenge AND risk at
present."
Financial and Insurance Services business
$500,000 - $1m turnover

Artificial Intelligence/
Machine learning
Virtual reality

Robotics

Blockchain

Autonomous vehicles

1%
2%

23%

56%

35%
32%

10%
14%
11%

13%
12%
16%
12%
11%
7%
11%
14%
8%
9%
15%
8%
10%
8%
10%

2%
5%
5%
2%
4%
5%
1%

None

Innovation-active

18%

Improvers

28%

49%

Not changed/ abandoned
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The impact of
technology on the
workforce
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Proportion of employees that worry about their skills becoming
obsolete in the face of evolving technology
7%
24%

Technology is evolving rapidly and so are views on the impact that technology will have
on the workforce. Overall, while many organisations expect technology will enable them
to redeploy staff into higher value or leadership roles, it is also evident that a rising
number are seeking efficiencies that may reduce the need for staff.

45% anticipate staff will be able to devote more time to customer service
(up from 41% in FY18).

•

40% believe staff will be able to focus on revenue generation (consistent with FY18).

•

29% expect technology will increase the need for specialist staff (up from 20%).

•

28% envisage technology will enable staff to take on more management
responsibility (up from 25%).

•

19% believe technology will reduce their need for staff (up from 11%).

Despite being confident they have the skills that their organisation will need, 45% of
employees are worried that advances in technology will render their skills and knowledge
obsolete.
That may seem paradoxical. But as indicated earlier, employees understand what skills
they need to develop to remain relevant and valuable to their organisation.
Encouragingly, one of the areas employees are keen to develop is their technology and
digital skills given their recognition of the significant role that technology will have in
keeping organisations competitive. Equally, they would like to improve their leadership
and people management skills, as well as their capabilities around communication
and interpersonal skills and business acumen. Again, this aligns with decision-makers’
expectation that technology will enable staff to spend more of their time on value-add or
management activities.

45%
agree

37%

24%

Compared with the previous Business Insights Report, decision-makers' opinions have
significantly changed in four areas:
•

8%

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Neither

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

Key strengths and skills employees need to advance their career
Digital skills
Leadership/people
management skills
Business &
commercial acumen
Effective
technology skills

32%

25%

20%

29%
27%

34%

Communication &
interpersonal skills
Sales and
marketing skills

30%

43%

61%
20%
Key strengths

24%

21%
Employee development focus
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Behaviours and benefits
linked to innovation
1

Innovative
companies are
more conscious of
most opportunities
and threats but
place an emphasis
on many of
the factors that
underpin a growth
outlook.

8

Innovative
organisations
have a much
stronger focus on
business growth
as the catalyst for
developing new
skills.

2

Decision-makers
and employees
at innovative
companies are
more confident
of their ability
to adapt to
opportunities
and threats.

9

Employees
at innovative
organisations feel
their skills are being
used more.

3

And more
aware of the
challenges around
implementing
change.

10

Use personalised
development
plans and formal
coaching more
than their peers,
more likely to
replace staff
who can’t adapt
and to seek new
skills to diversify
the workforce’s
capability.

4

More confident
about their
workforce’s ability
to adapt.

11

Significantly more
likely to offer on
the job training,
non-academic
external courses,
knowledge-sharing
sessions and
e-learning modules.

5

Their employees
have greater
confidence
they have the
necessary skills and
capabilities.

12

Employees view
their training and
development
programs as more
effective.

6

Innovative
organisations are
more inclined to
need creativity and
problem-solving
skills, as well as
look for technology
and leadership
capabilities to
support their future
needs.

13

Employees and
decision-makers
place more
importance on the
role of technology
in maintaining a
competitive edge.

7

Significantly more
likely to invest
in emerging
technology.

14

Significantly
more likely to
support employee
wellbeing.
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As innovation among Australian businesses becomes increasingly commonplace, companies are preparing for the future by developing the skills and capabilities their staff will need and using
technology. In this way they are looking to ensure they can continue to adapt to opportunities and threats. While each business is unique, the research indicates there are several opportunities for
businesses to strengthen their approach to building the requisite skills that help underpin resilience. Businesses that do so will benefit from the tangible and intangible rewards associated with a
more engaged, empowered and skilled workforce.

Opportunity 1: Making better use of existing skills in the workforce

Employees across Australian businesses have reported key areas of strength that are well aligned with those skills in
highest demand among businesses. This is particularly prevalent when it comes to soft skills.

Opportunity 2: Cross-generational training

Based on reported employee strengths across generations and the skills that employers most want, there is scope to better
leverage the digital skills of the younger generations, along with the older generations’ strength in softer skills in high demand,
to jointly develop these capabilities more broadly across the organisation.

Opportunity 3: Re-aligning training and development

Less than half of all employees rate their workplace learning programs as effective. They rate on-the-job training,
mentoring and instructor-led workshops as the most effective and online learning programs among the least.

Opportunity 4: Develop key strengths and skills employees need to advance their career

Organisations can ensure learning and development programs not only deliver to the needs of the organisation, but also
provide the skills that will drive career progression. Well-supported employees enjoy greater job satisfaction and are less likely
to leave an organisation.
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Talk to us
Visit commbank.com.au/businessinsights or email insights@cba.com.au
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